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INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS paper we show how the well known models for loop spaces of Boardman and 
Vogt [3], James [5], May [9], and Segal[ lo], can be viewed in a natural way as “Thorn 
spaces for immersions”. Thus homotopy classes of maps into these models cor- 
respond to bordism classes of immersed manifolds with certain extra structures. By 
considering the multiple points of such immersions we obtain operations in homotopy 
theory. Special cases are the generalised and higher Hopf invariants of James[6], the 
Hopf ladder of Boardman and Steer[2], and the cohomotopy operations of Snaith [ 121, 
and Segal[ I I]. 
In 01 we establish the connection between models of loop spaces and structured 
immersions. In 02 we describe the process of “taking k-tuple points” in what might be 
termed an “external Hopf invariant”, and set out its properties in Theorem 2.2. We 
then get the Segal and Snaith operations by composing with a suitable “forgetful” 
function. A similar procedure is followed in 03 where the James operations are 
described. 
We are grateful to the referee for many helpful comments. 
$1. IMMERSIONS AND COMBINATORIAL MODELS OF LOOP SPACES 
We work in the category of compactly generated Hausdorff spaces1131 with 
non-degenerate base points, denoted *. A frequent example of such a space will be the 
Thorn space T(t) of a vector bundle 5. We also let 5 denote the total space of the 
vector bundle. The n-fold suspension S”X, of a space X is X A (InlaP), and 
X”‘(resp. AkX) denotes the k-fold Cartesian (resp. smash) product of X with itself. 
Then, for example, AkT(,$) = T(efk’). Define an element Of &,k (reSp. Xm.k) t0 be an 
ordered (resp. unordered) subset of R”, 0 G m G a, of k elements each with a label in 
X. Thus, X,,,k is an open subspace of (R” x X)lk’, and X,.k is its quotient under the 
action of the symmetric group & In particular, &,,.I = X,,,.i = R” X X. If C denotes a 
one-point space, note that the “configuration spaces“ 
C,,,k z {(ri, . . . ,rk)lri E R”, ri# rj if i# j} 
and Cm.k have natural smooth structures. 
Forgetting points labelled *, we get the topological quotient C,,,(X) = (LIX&/- . 
See [IO] for details. A point of C,,,(X) is uniquely represented by a functio& : A + X, 
where A is a finite subset of R” and q(A) C X\{*}, In particular, C,(S”) y+y Cm.k is 
the space of finite subsets of R”. C,,,(X) is filtered by the subspaces F&,,(X) = 
{cp E C,(X): IdorncP] G k}. 
Finally define a space C,,,‘(X) as follows. Consider finite sets Cp of functions with 
distinct domains, so that if cp E@ then cp: A +X, where A C R” and IAl = k. We 
identify two such sets @ and @’ if Q’C Q, and for each cp E a\@’ there is some 
a 6 domcp so that q(a) = *. The resulting set C,‘(X) of equivalence classes is topolo- 
gised as a quotient of a subspace of Ll (Xm.k)‘& Note that a point in C,,,‘(X) is 
kr0 
uniquely represented by a @ consisting of functions into X\{*}; we will usually 
represent elements of C,‘(X) in this way, and it will be convenient to identify C,,,‘(X) 
with this set of unique representatives. Note also that C,,,‘(X) = C,(X). 
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‘Now let V be a manifold without boundary (all manifolds in this paper will be 
assumed smooth), and let 6 be a vector bundle over some space B. We will consider 
“decompressible” immersions into V, with normal bundles modelled on ,$ or its 
“twisted power” 5m.k over B,.k. More precisely let (M,g,g) be a triple determined by a 
commutative diagram, 
i J 
v 2 M - B,,k 
4 
C m.k 
where M is a closed manifold, unlabelled maps are the obvious ones, g is a bundle 
map with domain the normal bundle v of the immersion gl: M + V, and g = 
(g,, gz): M + V x Cm.k is an embedding. Define $mk(V,& to be the bordism set of such 
triples (bordisms over V x I). We will be mainly concerned with the case k = 1, i.e. 
with bordism of embeddings in V X R” which project to immersions in V, with normal 
bundles expressed as pullbacks of 5. We will denote the resulting set B;,,,‘(V,& simply 
by 3m(V, 6). 
Examples. (i) If t is the trivial bundle en over a one point space B of dimension 
n > 0, then B,,,(V. 5) is the set of bordism classes of embeddings g: M + V x R” 
which project to codim. n framed immersions in V. (ii) If 5 = l o (over a one point 
space), m = 03, then $,,,( V, 5) corresponds to the set of isomorphism classes of finite 
coverings of the closed components of V. (iii) If 5 = y” is the universal n-vector 
bundle and m = 0 (resp. m = 03). then $,,,( V, 6) may be identified with bordism classes of 
codim. n embeddings (resp. immersions) in V. 
Let [,] denote based homotopy classes, and let V, denote the one-point 
compactification of V. 
THEOREM 1 .l. There is a bijection 
P : A,‘( V,S) + 1 Vo Cmk(TCO1. 
Proof. Let [M,g,gl E Bmk(V,O Without loss of generality assume g, extended to an 
immersion g;: v+ V so that (g;, gi): v+ V X c,,,& is an embedding, where g$ is the 
cOfIIpOSitiOn u + t&.k + C&, and further assume that for each u E V (g;)-‘(u) iS finite. 
Define f: V, + C,,,‘(T([)) as follows. We have &,,k C T(.fj)ms. and we let f(u) be the set 
of functions {g(x) c T(omek: g{(x) = u}. Now set p[M,g,S] = [f]. To describe an inverse 
a for /3, begin with f: V, + C,‘(T(&), and consider 3 C V x c,,,+ defined by V = 
{(u,domcp): cp c f(u)}. Then V is a manifold with manifold structure pulled back from 
V. Define i: V + &,r, by {(u. domcp) = cp. After a suitable approximation, we may 
assume that V is a smooth submanifold of V x C ,,,k and that p is transverse to the 
zero section B,,k Of &,,.k. Let M = j-‘B,.k, let g be the inclusion M C c C V X C,,,;. 
and let 2: v + &.k be the “restriction” of f. where v is the normal bundle of M in V, 
which may be identified with the normal bundle of g,. Then set a[f] = [M,g,g]. As in 
the classical Pontrjagin-Thorn construction it is not hard to see that a and p are well 
defined and inverse of one another. 
Let D,,,(X) be the space of finite sets of disjoint “little cubes” in R”. labelled in X. 
There is a map q: D,,,(X)+R”S”(X) which is a weak homotopy equivalence 
provided X is connected, [lo, p. 151. We show in the appendix that the map a: 
D,,,(X)+C,,,(X), which assigns to a set of cubes their centres, is a homotopy 
equivalence. Composing q with a homotopy inverse for (I gives a map i: C,(X)+ 
nm.Sm(X). On the other hand, there is a natural map L: 9,,,( V, f)-,$o(V + R”, f@c”) 
which forgets that g, is an immersion. 
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THEOREM 1.2. The following diagram commutes, and in case dim 5 > 0 each 
function is a bijection. 
$ln( V.0 -&O(VxR”.~@s”) 
1s 18 
]V,,C,(7-([))I ‘L, [Vc.fl”S”(nS))I = [Smvc.Sm(T(S))l 
Proof. f C i.P[M,g,gl. where f:SmVc + SmT(& may be described as follows. Let 
gi: v+ V and gi: y+Rrn be as in the proof of 1.1. and let 2, be the composition 
v+&.I+& Further assume a tubular neighbourhood of (g; x g;) u in V x R” is 
trivialised in the obvious way. Then f is the Pontrjagin-Thorn construction SmVc+ 
T(oOc”) composed with S”T(g): S”T(u)+S”T(~). Clearly f also represents 
&[M,g,gl. Finally, recall that /3 is an isomorphism by 1.1, and i. is an isomorphism if 
X is connected (i.e. dim5 > 0). 
Remark 1.3. We have used results from homotopy theory to show that, up to 
bordism. embeddings can be compressed into _immersions in a unique way, i.e. L is 
bijective (in particular in the notation of [7] $:.” = g:cm.o. n > 0). This geometric result 
is not at all obvious in general. However. for large m the bijectivity of L (and hence 
of i.) follows directly from immersion theory. Thus we have a simple geometric proof 
for the well known weak equivalence of (II (EE., x XS)/Z,)/ - with fiz”S”X (see 
e.g. 4.10 and 5.4 of [I]) at least if X is a (connected) Thorn space. In fact. by using the 
theory of [4] chapter VIII, one could extend the geometric proof to cover the case 
when X is a connected CW-complex. 
Theorem I.1 may be sharpened (in case m > 0) by introducing a monoid structure 
in the relevant sets. A choice of (smooth) embedding j: R”II R” + R” determines an 
obvious addition C,,,“(X) x C,,,‘(X)+ Cmk(X). The corresponding monoid structure on 
9mk( V,5) may be very crudely described as ‘disjoint union’ of immersions. 
In the next section we will also need a multiplication C,,,k(X) X C,,,‘(X)+ C;‘(X). 
This is defined by (Qo, @,)I+ Cp = {(cp, II cp,)j-‘: vi c vi}. The corresponding multi- 
plication 9,,,‘( V.5) x $,,,I( V.5) +,JJ?‘( V.5) may be described as follows: 
([M’d.g’l, [M”,g”,~“l)(+ [M,g,gl, 
where we assume g; is transverse to g’/, and therefore 
M = {(x,Y) c M’ X M”: g;(X) = g;(y)} 
is a submanifold of M’ X M”. and g; (or g’;) determines an immersion g,: M + V. Then 
for the normal bundle of gl we have v = v’ x ~“1, and (g,g) may be constructed, using j. 
from the diagram 
(1.4) 
52. MULTIPLE POINTS OF IMMERSIONS AND COHOMOTOPY OPERATIONS 
In this section we will define operations 
IL,‘: g;,( V.5)-9t,k( V,O. k = 1.2.3.. . . , 
which arise from an analysis of self-intersections of immersions. We then compose 
with a function 9mk(V,5)-*~~(V,~m.t) to get an operation emk: $m( V,[)+$_( V&k), 
which iS the geometric interpretation of a map C,(X)-* C,(FkC,(X)/Fk-IC,(X)) when 
X is a Thorn space, and which is briefly described as follows. To an immersion g,: 
M+ V with normal bundle classified by 5 we associate an immersion glk: M(k)+ V, 
of the k-tuple point manifold of g,, with normal bundle classified by &,,k, and the 
definition is completed by choosing an embedding of M(k) in R”. The details follow. 
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Consider a class [M,g,gl c $,,,( V,f). Thus we have an immersion g,: M+ V 
decompressed by gz to an embedding in V x R" and equipped with a bundle map g,: 
v-*e over a map M+B. 
By I81 we may assume that all multiple self-intersections of g, are transverse. We 
say simply that g, is self-trunsoerse. In particular given k > 1 the set 
A?(k) = {(Xl,. . . Xk) c Mu’: g,(x,) = . . . = g’&). and XiZ Xj if i# j} forms a closed 
submanifold of MI”’ on which the symmetric group 2, acts freely. We call M(k) = 
hf(k)/Zk the k-tuple point manifold. Let g,‘: M(k) + V be the immersion defined by 
g’k IX’, . . . 9 xk] = g’(x’) = . . . = g’(&). The immersion S,‘: a(k)+ M(k)+ V has 
normal bundle C(k) say. There is the diagram of bundle maps 
~(k)_,vx...xV~5‘x....xZ 
1 J J -. ._ 
~(k)-*Mx...xM-*Bx...xB, 
and we have gzk: S(k)+ A?(k)+ &k, where A?(k)+ &,k is given by (x’, . . . , xk)+ 
(gz(x,h * - 1 9 &(xk)). Putting together the bundle map C(k)-*@” and &‘, and factoring 
by the action of 21, gives gk: v(g,‘)-* &,k. Set 
IL,'[Mg,El = VWk),gk,t?kl. 
Remark 2.1. Define ICI: C,,,(X)+ C,,,k(X) by cp’~ +(cp) whenever cp’ is a restriction 
of (o to a subset of k elements. Then with X = T(t) ‘+Q induces +,,‘. 
Let S: fmk(V,5)+I~+‘(V,[) be the ‘suspension’ induced by the inclusion R" C 
m+l R. 
THEOREM 2.2. The family of operations 
$,v,k:9m(V&+A,k(V,S) k = 1.2,. . . , 
satisfies the following properties: 
(a) (identity) $,,,I = id. 
(b) (normalisation) if y C $,,,(V,e) can be represented by (M,g,g) where g, is an 
embedding, then t,&,‘(y) = 0 for k > 1. 
(c) (Carran formula). 
Proof. (a) and (b) are immediate from the definition of ‘,kmk. For the Cartan formula, 
let y = [M,g,g],y’= [M’,g’,g’], and assume that the immersion g, II g;: MII M’+ V is 
self-transverse. The k-tuple point manifold then has a component M(i,j) coming from 
the intersection of g’(i): M(i)+ V with g{(j): M’(j)+ V for each i,j, so that i + j = k. 
These components may be linked in V x c,,,k, but not in V X cm+‘.k; just push them out 
first to different x,+, - levels and then into appropriate xl - regions in Rm+'. 
Define a function K,~: B,,,‘( V, 5) +8;=( V, &.k) by forgetting f,: specifically, 
K,k[&?,g] = [M,g’,g’], where g’ = (g’,gi), g’ = (g,g$): Y + &,,k X R", and g$: M -+ R" is 
any embedding. K,I’ . IS compatible with addition and with the multiplication 
3=( v&n.k) x 8m( V&J) + 9-c V,‘$,.k+,), 
defined from transverse intersection along the lines of (1.4). 
The composed operations 
&,k = K,,,’ * ‘&,‘: ~,,,(~,~)-,~il)(~.&,.k), k = 192,. . . . 
satisfy analogous properties to these given for IJ in Theorem 2.2; no suspension S is 
needed in the Cartan formula here, since previously S was used only to correct g2. 
Remark 2.3. There is a map 
K: C,‘(X)-+ C,(T(&.r,)) = ~~(~kcnt/~k-‘(cm(x)) 
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corresponding to K,,,~. Indeed, K is induced by the map xrn.k + 
R” X Fk(c(x)/&dc,,,(x)), cp + (e(domcp,p(cp)), where e: C,.k +R” is any embedding 
and p: X,.k + &C,,,(X)/&-iC,(X) iS the obvious quotient map. The COIIIpOSitiOII 
0: c,,,(x)-, c,nk(x)-, c,(Fkc,(x)/Fk-,c,(x)), 
corresponding to the operation 8,‘. can be described as follows. Given rp E C,,,(X), 
O(V) has domain {e(A) C R”]A c domcp, IAl = k}, and 0((p) (e(A)) = p(cp]A). 
8 is adjoint (after using the equivalence of D, with 0”s’ and with C,) to the stable 
map defined by Snaith[l2]. 
By taking 5 = l o over a point, we recover the operations (on covering spaces 
embedded in V x R”) of Segal[ll, p. 1081, induced by 8: C,(S’)+ C,(CL.k); moreover 
our Cartan formula corresponds to formula (b) in Theorem 4 of [ 1 I]. 
If V is Euclidean space and 5 is a trivial bundle over a point, then the operation 
0,’ is just the “double-point Hopf invariant” $H,,, of [7]. In the meta-stable range, it 
corresponds to the generalised Hopf invariant of Whitehead and James, as was shown 
in [7]. 
84. THE JAMES-HOPF INVARIANT 
In this section we compose a modification I,&,” of $,’ with a forgetful map K’ to get 
an operation 8’: y,( V,&+$,( VJfk’). We then show that ok corresponds to the higher 
James-Hopf invariant[6]. We follow the conventions of [2]. 
ok is briefly described by, e’[M,g,g] = [M(k),g(k),g(k)], where g(k), is the im- 
mersion of the k-tuple point manifold M(k) and g(k)* is chosen to preserve the 
lexicographic order on g(k);‘(u), for each u 6 V. Details follow. 
An element of CI.k is uniquely represented by (tl,tz, . . . , tk) where t, > t2>. . . > tk, 
therefore CI,k may be ordered (lexicographically from the left). Now let C,‘(X) be 
the space of finite sequences of functions @ = ((p,,‘p2,. . . ,cp,), so that in particular 
Cik(X) is a quotient of Clk(X). Then $: C,(X)+ CIk(X) factors through C,‘(X); use 
the order on CI.k to order functions by their, domains. Correspondingly we have &,“: 
f~(b’,zJ)+~~~(V,~), where an element of __$,‘(V,& is represented by (M,g,g,o) where 
[M,g,gl 6 jS’(V,[) and for each u E V o, is a total order on g;‘(u) depending continu- 
ously on u, i.e. for any two paths c, c’ in M with glc = g,c’ we have: c(l) < c’(l) if 
c(0) < c’(0). 
Note that the order on R’ induces a homeomorphism YI.k = CI.k X Yrk’ for any Y. 
We can now describe K~: f,“( V,f)-~j,( V,@kl). Corresponding to [M,g,g,o] there is a 
diagram 
1” - c’.k 7 z 
Ikl 
81 (82-Q) 
V-M- C,& X Bfkl. 
To get Kk[M,g,g,o], replace g2 by any map gi: M +R which satisfies the following 
condition. For each u c V the order on g;‘(u) induced by the embedding g{l: g;‘(u)+ 
R coincides with the order 0,. We must show that such a gi exists. We will do this ’ 
shortly. First recall the infinite reduced product Y, of [5]. A point of Y, is uniquely 
represented by a word yI + . . . + yk, where no y; = *. The nondegeneracy of the base 
point means that there is a map u : Y +R+‘, with U-‘(O) = * and a homotopy h,: Y + Y 
so that ho = id. and h,(u-‘[O,l)) = *. Then there is a canonical map w: Y,+RSY 
whose adjoint @: Y, x I + Y A (r/Jr) is defined by 
8(y, + . . . + ykrf) = [yi,(tak - gi-l)/u(yi)l 
for ai-l/ak s f c ai/ck, where Uj = U(yl) + . . . -I- U(Yj) for 1 <j d k, and (~0 = 0. 
Recall that we have maps q: D,(Y)+RSY and a: O,(Y)+C,(Y). Let DA(Y) be 
the modification of D,,,(Y) in which cubes are allowed to meet in their boundaries. 
Then the inclusion D,,,(Y) C D;(Y) is a homotopy equivalence, and CL, q extend to a’, 
q’ respectively. 
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LEMMA 3.1. There is a homotopy w,: Y,+fISY of w = H’,). und u map I’: Y,+ D;( Y) 
so that q’ I’= w,. 
Proof. Define I’: Y=+ D;(Y) by I’(y, + . . . + y,) = [cl.. . . ck.y;, . . . yl]. where the 
cube c; has centre u;/ak - u(yi)/2ak and diameter ~(y,)/u~. and 
1 
Yi if u(y;) = I 
y; = hh 2(1 - u(y;)) if 1/2 c u(yi) s I 
* if 0 d u(y;) s l/2. 
Let ~1. ~2 be projections of Y x (I/al) on the first and second factors respectively. 
Define kit,: Y, x I -+ Y A (I/81) as follows: 
P?G* = 7rzG and for ai_,lar, c t s u,/u~ ; 
Yi S d U(yi) C I 
7r,Gs(y, + . . . + yk.t) = h(yi* 2(s - u(y;))/s s/2 G u(y;) c s 
* 0 G U(yi) S S/2. 
NOW let ?r: ~,‘(X)+(AkX), be given by 
,(@) = i cPi(li’) A . . . A cpi(tt), 
i=I 
where @ = (cp ,. . . . .rp,) and dom pi = (I.’ , . . . . .t:) with indexing agreeing with the given 
order in Q, and the usual order in R’ respectively. 
&fine K = a’/‘~: d,‘(X)+ C,(A’X). One can now see that the gi. required for the 
definition of K~, exists by working around the following diagram 
&“( v.0 ---XL 8;,( v.Q”) 
1111 p IIlL P 
[ V,. ~‘I~(T(E))I A [V,. C,(A’T(t))l. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 8’ = K~.I,~~ then the diagram 
8;,(V.O @ - f,( V.5’k’) 
NJ. p*L 1111 p. L 
[SV,, ST([)1 L [SV,. S(AkT(5))1 
commutes fork = l,2,3,. . . , where 71; is the James-Hopf invariant. and dim t > 0. 
Proof. Recall that yk is defined by commutativity in the following diagram 
[SV,. SXI - ‘lr [SV,, SA’X] 
II1 Ill 
[ VJ-WXI [ V,, 0 SA’X] 
t w* t w* 
[ v,. x-1 - [ V,. (AkX )=I 
B. 
where g is the combinatorial extension given by 
g(x, + , . . +x,) = XXX,(,) A . . . * x,(k) 
(I 
the sum is ordered lexicographically and u runs over all order preserving injections 
(1.. . . , k}+{l,. . . , s}. The proof is completed by a diagram chase, using 1.2 and 3.1, 
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and by checking commutativity in the following diagram. 
L Vc.CdX)I I. [ W,‘(X,l 
t (a’0 1 77. 
[ V,.Xml - [ V,.(AkX Ll. 
II* 
Remark 3.3. There is the addition in ,$,( V.,$k’), given by “stacking the immersions 
on top of each other,” and a multiplication 
$t,( V.Qk’) x $,( v..$“‘)- 9,( V.5”“‘) 
given by transverse intersection and coming from the obvious map (AkX),x (A’X),--, 
(Akc’X)m.~k commutes with these operations and one easily sees that 2.2 holds for Ok 
in place of $Ik. In particular we recover the Hopf ladders 
hk = sk-‘yk k = 1.2,3.. . . Of [2]. 
Note that the characteristic axioms (a), (b), (c) in [2. p. 1851 correspond to the 
properties (a), (b). (c) in our 2.2. 
Finally, there is a geometric interpretation of hk in [2] (Theorem 6.8). This 
corresponds to the composition of cLIk: $,( V,&-8;,k( V.5) with the isomorphism 
&‘( V,[) = 8k( V,@“‘), induced by mapping {t,, . . . ,tk} c C,.k (where [I> I2 > . . . > tk) 
to (r,, . . . ,tk) c ck,, = Rk. 
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APPENDIX 
Recall that a point of D,(X) (see p. 5) is uniquely represented by 
IF,. . i-k. x,, . . Xi] E (I%,,, x X”‘)/I,. 
where each S, is a ‘little cube‘ in R”: see [8] for details. 
PROPOSITION. If X is (I compactly generated Hausdorf space with a non-degenerate bose point, then the 
‘centre’ map a: D,,,(X)-C,(X) is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. Choose U: X + [0, I] so that u-‘(O) = *. and h: X x 1-X so that h,u-‘[O, I) = * and ho= id. If 
[cr.. . . Ctl E Cm., let cp . F, be a little cube with centre c, and diameter 9. Define f3: C,(X)+ Q,,(X) by 
B]c,. . . ct. XI.. .,x,] = [q . E,. . . 9 ‘Sk. c(x,). . . u(xt)]. 
where p = min {I, 1/4)c, - c,]/w(x,): I s i. j G k}. 1. ( is the product norm on R”. wtx,) = min {u(x,), 1/2}and o(xi) 
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is given by 
X4 if u(x,) = 1 
u(x,) = wi. x1 - UC&)) if 1/2Gu(x,)<l 
* if OGu(x,)< l/2. 
It is easy to check that fi is well defined and that up = I and pa = I. 
